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intGrow is a prominent Global 
information Security Company 
providing strategic security 
solutions, professional and 

consulting security services to myriad 
of industry verticals in identity & 
access management, governance, 
risk and compliance, mobile security, 
infrastructure security, data security, 
forensics and security intelligence.  

In an interview with CIOReview 
team, Kishore Mane -Founder and 
CEO talks about how intiGrow  
empowers business with defense-
in-depth security posture  to 
attain proactive detection and 
prevention of security threats to their 
computing infrastructure, data, and 
applications by identifying business-
driven security requirements and 
implementing innovative, cost-
effective solutions.

1. How can heterogeneous cyber 
threats be dealt through co-
operation with intiGrow?
intiGrow services have been bundled 
in a logical hierarchy which helps 
organisations to understand their 

information security needs and 
ensures their security posture aligns 
with the business requirements. 
The approach assesses the current 
posture, then based on the nature of 
business evaluates various risks and 
lastly develops a security strategy that 
addresses the identified risks.

2. What security strategies intiGrow 
provides to mitigate risks in today’s 
digitized sectors?
Going by the adage “Prevention is 
better than cure” intiGrow always 
recommends preventive measures for 
all possible threats the organization 
may be vulnerable to. We recommend 
routine assessment to be conducted 
at regular intervals, thus forewarning 
the organization about security 
infringements. intiGrow offers 
various services around security 
posture assessments that are aimed 
at specific areas. Some of these are 
ISO 27001 compliance audits and 
implementation advisory, Network 
Security architecture reviews, 
Vulnerability and Penetration 
testing, Application security testing. 

3. What message would you like to 
send across to CIOs who struggle to 
determine the ROI of their security 
outlay?
Conducting Risk Assessment to 
ascertain what type of risks their 
organization is vulnerable to is the 
key to a smart security strategy. 
Security spend should not depend 
purely on the perceived risks but on 
the ones that are real. Comprehensive 
Risk Assessments helps organizations 
to understand the real risks and 
magnitude of impact on business.  

4. What are the differentiating 
features of intiGrow that sets it 
apart from its peers?
With the help of its certified team of 
professionals, intiGrow has become 
aware of the ever changing security 
landscape. Tailored to high standards, 
the company has contributed 
relentlessly to information security 
posture of organization by executing 
projects and eliminating challenges 
around them.

5. How does your IAM services help 
corporate manage risks ? How do you 
prevent threats to the computing 
infrastructure? 
intiGrow's IAM frame work helps 
customers to safeguard their 
computing environments against 
advanced insider threats, ensures 
secure access to enterprise and cloud 
applications by imposing identity 
intelligence.

We have strong Information 
security consulting practice and also 
offer managed security services, 
where our experts monitor your 
computing infrastructure security 
and quickly identify, analyse and 
respond to potential threats.

6. What are the future plans of 
your company with respect to cyber 
security market?
We are planning to set up a cutting 
edge SOC to secure data from 
all types of cyber-attacks. We are 
developing low-cost, could-ready 
IAM Solutions. Also gearing up for 
security services integration projects 
for smart cities, ports, airports. We 
have strategic plans to support rapidly 
growing cyber security market.Kishore Mane

Founder & CEO
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